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The failures Of Inquiry: A i'eu Proposal

One of the problems with ca idea that once had a great deal of merit

is that it tends to persist Ear beyond its actual usefulness, and there

is a certain hesitancy to replace it. Pedagogical inquiry models as

developed by John Dewey an one such example. It is not the notion of

inquiry, per se, which presents the problem so much as it is Dewey's

particular formulation of inquiry. His particular set of inquiry procedures,

and the multitude of variations developed since his work, present education

and teaching with several serious problems which might well be avoided

if a different inquiry model were formulated and brought into use. This

essay will attempt to do two things: it will examine the flaws

of the standard inquiry model (Dewey's) and, secondly, it will offer another,

quite different, model 3:1 inquiry for use in the school classroom.

One point which needs some clarification before proceeding is the

difference between what I will refer to as.apedagogical model of inquiry

and a logical one. A logical model of inquiry will refer to those

descriptions of socio-scientific inquiry which aze strictly philosophical,

or discipline orientated. ':'he individual who either constructs or

describes a model of science does not have as his p,:imary interest the

teaching-learning situation, while one who develops a pedagogical model

of inquiry is specifically interested in the instructional application

and utilization of the model. There is no attempt in this paper to

differentiate between a logical model of inquiry and a pedogogical model

o inquiry except on the basis for which one intends to utilize it. Indeed,

a logical model of inquiry can easily become a pedogogical model of

inquiry simply by advocating its usage in the classroom, and in fact this

has been what has usually happened. Inquiry models have seldom been

designed strictly for pedogogical reasons and most are adapted from other

sources. This essay will attempt to formulate an inquiry model strictly
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from another era of philosophical onalysis. Also while a goodly number

of ppychological studies have been done on the effectiveness of learning

through inquiry strategies they have generally resulted in the usual set

of mixed conclusions: nbre importantly though they do not seem to have

found inquiry presentations to be any more effective than any other

instructional strategies. These results have caused people to question

the use of inquiry strategies (or in some cases the effectiveness of

psychological studies) but no one seems to have questioned the nature of

the inquiry model that was used, and more importantly whether another

model of inquiry might have brought about different results.

Scientific Procedure As Inquiry

The model of inquiry found most often in education is the hypothetico-

deductive. Indeed all styles of inquiry in education are a variation of

this. Hypothetico-deduction also formed the central core of John Dewey's

model of inquiry.3 The clearest, and indeed simplist, version of his

model is found in How tie Think, It is also the boot: most often referred

to by educators and in many ways this is unfortunate for Logic: The

Theory of Inquiry is a much more mature book. Essentially How We Think

is a philosophy book written for nonphilosophers and it represented Dewey's

desire to translate a theory of knowing into action. Always the reformer,

it was only logical that his theories of knowing be developed into an

educational theory. It is unfortunate that Dew4257 was perhaps the last

philosopher to make this connection between a theory of knowing and a

theory of education and since his time philosophy has moved into areas

of increasing technicality. The logical techniques have become highly

refined and the areas of life to which they are applied have become Lic.ccaLnal

smaller. The result is that no technical philosopher today has much impact
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on the field of education and 'the consequence is liLtle, if any, in-

tegration between theories of Lo:w1cdge and theories of teaching.4 Things

remain about where they were when D..wey finished his work. It is always

tempting to hold that nothing remain:', to be said after Dewey, but a more

realistic assessment might be that with the narrowing of philosophical

concerns, couplekl with the greater role of psychology, philosophical issues

have simply not had much impact since Dewey. This is especially true in

the area of that one might call educational epistemology. Thus, education

is left operating with a hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry: A logical

artifact from another era of analysis.

It is essential that this model he examined carefully in an attempt

to evaluate its limitations for the development of teaching strategies.

This examination can center around two points. nrst one can consider

the correctness of the model as a description of scientific inquiry, for

if hypothetico-deduction is not an accurate description of scientific

activity then certain assumptions that have traditionally been made about

the instructional utility of the model need careful recondideration.

Another point around which such an examination might revolve is the in-

structional, utility of hypothetico-deduction, disregarding whether or not

it is an accurate description of scientific practice. It is this second

point which would appear to the more useful, and indeed more critical

tact in such a critique, for if a model of inquiry has drawbacks as a

model for instruction then it ought to be dropped, regardless of its accuracy,

or inaccuracy, as a description of modern scientific practice.

'Oefore proceeding any further it is important to clearly deliniate

between a descriptive model of inquiry and a prescriptive one. It is

true that most philosophers would not object if their analyses led to some

small reforms in the way science is done but this is not their primary
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concern. The emphasis is genciallv on accurate description: A description

which in turn allows one to better understand scientific practice. The

philosopher is generally motivated by analytic concerns and there is

always a striving for a description which is more illuminating of the

structural aspects of science than previous ones. As this description

becomes more and more complete it may indeed develop into a theory of

science which will then enable us to better understand science, but

not necessarily the products of science. Also it is important to remember

that a theory of science is neither necessary nor sufficient for doing

science. To some philosophers this situation is not an ideal one, and

indeed the literature is full of philosophers bemoaning the situation.

The only difference of opinion is among those who feel that the fact

scientists are so little interested with philosophical concerns is

illustrative of the bankruptcy of philosophy, while others feel that

the situation is illustrative of the bankuptcy of scinnce.5 At any

rate most philosophers would agree that the philosophy of science has

relatively little impact on science itself. Thus current descriptions

of science play only a minor role in helpin,,, scientists go about their

tasks and to assume any more would make one guilty of both arrogance

and ignorance. . 1,13Cern philosophy is prinarily descriptie in

nature whether one approves of the situation or not.

The situation in education is quite di.Herent. By giving the students

a model of inquiry, no matter how loosely structured it may be, one is

engaging in prescriptive behavior. By giving the students a theory of

science, or a theory if inquiry, the teacher becomes an advocate of

that theory. He is stating that a student ought to utilize such a model.

The subtle nature of this act makes little difference. In adv3cating

this a value judgment is being placed on a certain model, or way of
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knowing. The teacher is saying that this model is worth utilizing and

this is very different from simply .treating a logical reconstruction

of scientific practice. '23 (laser:Lb° a set of procedures, as one does in

the case of a philosophical analysis of scientific practice, is primarly

an empirical act in that, at least in principle, one can ascertain

whether or not the description is accurate. Indeed a great many of the

current debates in philosghy are over the issues regarding the accurcy

of description.
6

Education though is generally concerned with the

prescriptive uses of inquiry, and the focus is on the learning, and

utilization, of a given set of methodological procedures. This pre-

scriptive action necessitates that the consequences of advocating a

given inquiry model be care:ully examined. In using hypothetico-deduction

we mustscrutinizc what hap:)ans when the description becomes a prescription.

This model was originally intended to be a logical reconstruction of

scientific practice and when we use it in the classroom we are putting

a burden on the model that iz may or may not accept. Before determining

that though one must examine the accuracy ox the description. It is

axiomatic that a descriptive model be accurate. trnatever else is re-

quired of a logical reconstruction of scientific inquiry it is of

critical importance that it be accurate; i.e., it should be an accurate

description of what the scientist does. If it is not then the model

is of little use except as a subject of conversation amongst philosophers

32 science.

ito matter how hard one might attempt to describe scientific practice

one can never be perfect. Abraham 1:aplan, in The Conduct of Inquiry,

refers to this as the d=ifference between logic-in-use and reconstructed

logic. Logic-in-use is what a scientist does, while reconstructed
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logic is what the scientist, oz scme other individual, says he does.?

The goal is that reconstructed logic be congruent with logic-in-use,

but there are any number of reasons why the two may not be the same.

The most obvious problem is that few scientists are really accurate in

describing what it is they do. As Enstein used to remark, "If you wish

to know what a scientist does; watch him do not listen to him." Another

problem is that logic-in-use tends to become idealized and the edges are

smoothed in the writing of the final research report. This forever

obscures the logic-in-use.

Ooe of the major criticisms against the hypothetico-deductive

model has been that scientists really do not feel that it describes what

it is they do. Indeed, as was earlier discussed, most scientists would

agree that the entire field of philosophy of science is presently quite

removed from actual scientific practice. That this is considered to

be both a justified and serious criticism indicates that the descriptive

function of scientific logic is of some importance. Thus, one of the

functions of philosophy must be an ever continuing effort to bring

reconstructed logic into greater congruence with logic-in-use. If one

desires to be critical of scientific practice it is imperative that

one criticize what it actually scientific practice and not some mythical

conception of it.

In education when we discuss the utilization of inquiry models it

is no critical that the pedosogical inquiry model be absolutely re-

flective of scientific logic-in-use. An accurate description of

scientific practice is really not that critical for an inquiry model

in the classroom. Indeed, one could even as!: '' description of what?"

There is really no practice which we wish to duplicate exactly -- unless

of course one desires to manufacture junior level scientists, Thus,



the task of formulacing a clessrozm model o: inquiry must begin by deciding

what it is that students should be able to do, know, or feel, as a

result of utilizing a model of inquiry. The tacit assumption of many

of the inquiry programs gormulated during the 1960's was that they

were to model the achievements, and procddures, of the sciences.

Indeed one writer went so far as to say that "a method for judgement

should be scientific . . . ."8 The 171-orshil: of science expressed by this

writer is not only total but also amazingly uncritical. The problem is

that even today too many 2eople accept the idea that "the social sciences

and social studies. . . are in large measures indebted to the physical

scientists who have accomplished the developmental work on the

scientific method."9

In many respects both of the above expressions were a result of

an uncritical acceptance o: science. It was assumed that all people

should be able to utilize 'the" scientific method as a mode of reasoning.

It never seemed to occur to educators that a procedure that was

developed to make accurate predictions possible mi3ht well be inappropriate

for use in classroom situations where the coals are suite different

from those in science. It is hardly reasonable to expect that the

task of youngsters is the production of new and reliable knowledge.

_ather, it would appear that what the objective is to develop a set of

procedures whereby the students can develop a set of critical thinking

shills that will better enable them to deal with problems they might con-

gront. If the hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry can do this then

fine, if it happens that another model is more erfective then so much

the better. It is really o: little importance that a pedagogical model

of inquiry be an exact replica of scientific practice.



At any rate we must first consider the major reasons for the

utilization of inquiry tactics in the classroom. Here a return is made

to the vague item of critical thinking skills. This generally would

include such items as whether a student is able to judge whether or

not a given conclusion follows from the data offered; whether a certain

line of reasoning is ambiguous; and being able to determine if a given

generalization is warranted. 10 Essentially these items can all be

embraced by two basic statements. First, we want the student to make

bold conjectures, and secondly the student should Beverly test these

conjectures. How effective an inquiry model is in engaging students in

these two tasks is the criterion by which one should select a given model

of inquiry. How well a given model describes scientific inquiry is

unimportant. What is needed then are comparisons of different inquiry

models regarding how effective they are in getting students to propose

and test their conjectures. (Not for instance, a comparison of inquiry

with expository teaching, or simulation games.) If another inquiry

model is more potent in the achievement of such skills then the case

for dropping the hypothetico-deductive model becomes even stronger

since, as was just pointed out, the major reasons for using inquiry

center around the aquisition of critical thinking skills, not the

acquisition of knowledge. Most of the empirical research which has

been done with the hypothetico-deductive model has been done in com-

parision with non-inquiry procedures. This includes lecture and ex-

pository styles of instruction. There has been little comparison done

between the hypothetico-deductive and any other inquiry models. The

major reason for this lack of comparison is that different models of inquiry

have never been used in instructional settings. Thus, any research of

this type has been impossible. The question as to whether one model

has greater potency in helping students acquire certain skills goes



unanswered because of lack of comparative opportunities. Everything

is modeled after hypothetico-deduction. 'hat: little variation there

is between the work of Uassialas, Fenton and Goldmarh, is relatively

minimal. They are simply variations on the tha:ae of hypothetico-deduction.

The model of classroom inquiry advocated by Dewey has been widely

accepted not because of its instructional utility but rather simply

because it appeared to be a model of scientific inquiry. The major

problem has been that since Lew can quarrel with the success of scientific

achievement any model based on scientific procedures is generally con-

sidered to be a very good one. This aura of great: achievement not only

entraped educators but also a great many others. Social scientists,

for instance, have been attempting to model the physical sciences for

number of years now with what many claim is little success. In this

respect the methodology of the pnysical sciences has acted as a siren

lady for a great many people including educators. A tremendous amount

or effort has been enpended in attempts to utilize the same procedures

which have produced tremendous advances in our knJwledge of the physical

world. The interesting question remains: Uhat results might have developed

in education, and the social sciences, had a different methodological

course been followed?

Since hypothetico-deduction has come to represent science for most

people it is this model which is at the heart or: all of the inquiry models

advocated for classroom use. gather than deal with all of the

variations it might be best at this point to simply examine the basic

format and its attendant 2roblems in some detail. In its barest form

hypothetico-deduction calls for the establishment o2 a particular

predictive statement from a 3eneral hypothesis which is coupled with

another statement giving the initial conditions. This single predictive
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statement (an hypothesis) is accepted, at least for a time, as true.

The next step is to devise an cxperLient, or a series of observations,

to determine whether or not this predictive statement is true or false.11

If this original predictive statement turns out to be false then the

hypothesis is disconfirmed or dropped. If the predictive statement,

after examination, or experimentation, turnJ out to be correct then the

hypothesis is considered to be confirmed (but not true) to some degree.

This problem of confirmation,and disconfirmation.is not an easy

one and one that needs to be dealt with further. A point of some

controversy has developed around the notion of a single disconfirming

instance. It is worth noting that on some occasions a single dismfirming

instance will not be sufficient cause for dropping, or rejecting,

the prediction. l'sather, one must examine the data, or event, to see

whether the event or data in question is merely an aberation or

whether this disconfirming instance does indeed merit further con-

sideration. This is a ::aysiaLl notion of sorts and an approach which

seems to have some merit siace essentially we are dealing with the

problem of prior probabilities. Thus, if in the past there has been

a considerable amount of data generated in support of a given hypothesis,

or set of hypotheses, a single disconfirming instance would not be

considered sufficient to cause rejection of the hypothesis. The

hypothesis would continue to be held to have some degree of confirmation,

although perhaps less than bef.....e the disconfirming instance was

discovered. The more complex problem arises thouch when one encounters

confirming instances of data. if the deductive statement that was

generated from the hypothesis turns out to true,wo do not consider the

hypothesis to be verified. Indeed, no number of confirming instances

can completelyverif; the hypothesis. Complete ve:ification is simply
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not obtainable. The best that one can do is to have an hypothesis which

has received a high degree of confitmation, but at the same time no

degree of confirmation can be of such a high level as to consider the

hypothesis fully confinued.
19 his point is an important one, especially

for teaching-learning situations, and one which has been largely overlooked.

The reason for this situation was first pointed out by David Hume.

He explained in Enquiry into Human Understanding that there was simply

no logical basis for assuming that the future will be in any way similar

to the events of the east. In other words, there is no logical basis

for assuming that unobserved cases will resemble observed ones. The reason

for this is that ". . . w%ac inlpoc4o no logical restriction

on what will happen."13 Thus, as Hume puts it we have a very basic problem

in predicting knowledge.

Let the course of things be allowed filtherW be ever so
regular; that alone, without some new argument or inference,
proves not that, for the future, it will continue so.
In vain do you pretend to have learned the nature of bodies

from your past e:Ererience. :Their secret nature, and con-

sequently all their effects and influence, may change,
without any change in their sensible qualities. This

happens sometimes, and with regard to some objects:
Uhy may it not happen always, and with regard to all
objtects? ilhat logic, visa process of argume.aa secures you

against this suppostion? fly practice, you say, refutes my

doubts. But you mistake the purport of my question.
As an agent, I am quite satisfied in the point; but as a
philoonher, 'PhD has sn-r: :hare o2 curiosity, I Pill r.

cqy szepticialtn, I want to leatn tha

inference.14

As the nuo:,:ion is pnsod here,th, problem is essentially

justifying conclusions concerning unobserved pller.%leila or concepts.

Given that one has "established, or highly confirmed, a certain con-

clusion according to the acce?ted cannons of scientific justification,

on what grounds may we acea2t this conclusion as embodying knowledge."15

the teacher has the student apply a scientific method, it usually
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done so in anticipation that the acudent will gain new knowledge, at

least new for him. Mat David 1:UMQ did was to point out how difficult

this process actually is. he student, and indeed the scientist, finds

himself in a situation where it is extremely difficult to legitimize

his knowledge claim.

The student, or again the scientist, can act on the basis that the

future will resemble the past, in which case he would be acting only

on a psychological basis though not a logical one. The logical

problem remains. Thus, the problem really has two parts; a psychological

one, and a logical one. The fact that induction cannot be justified

is a logical problem. The fact that we act as if induction has been

justified, or act as if the future will resemble the past, is a

psychological response. This response does not though in any manner

solve, or even resolve, the logical problem of induction. This inductive

problem is even more important in the context of teaching, where the

researcher may not be as touch-minded as need be, or where the results

are not Beverly examined by a friendly-hostile peer croup. It is all

too easy to verbally accept the notion that onets hypothesis is always
12

tentative (to a greater lesser degree) but inwardly feel that one is

totally correct. Indeed, this is exactly the position of many students

in our schools.

Of course in principle the student may very well acknowledge that

his hypothesis is only highly confirmed, as opposed to being true.

The problem is that the student usually only agrees in principle. He

acts as if the hypothesis were true. Actually one could argue that this

is a psychological problem aad this may be true, but: nonetheless the

origin of the problem is essentially a logical one. As was pointe6

out earlier the logical ;problem of induction is often times dealt with



in a psychological manner, but this does not lessen the magnitude of the

logical problem. It is simply a way of dealing, or coping, with it.

A psychological response cannot solve a logical problem. Any new inquiry

model designed for instructional use must deal with flume's problem in

some sort of logical manner.

Another basic problem with hypothetico-deduction is that of hypothesis

generation. The hypothetico-deductive model ta!zes the hypothesis as a

given. As the late u.n. Hanson pointed out it is lit:e a recipe for

cooping trout. All of the recipes found in cookboolA assume that one

3
already haserout. In some cases it may very well be necessary to first

go fishing and catch one. Philosophers have discovered that a con-

vienent way of surmounting this problem of hypothesis formation has

been to hold that hypotheses formulation is a psychological problem,

not a logical one. ;:pus, the hypothetico-deductive account of science

not only does not deal with the problem of hypothesis formation, or

the logic of discovery, but also insists that a logical formulation

cannot be created. Nos:: modern logicians have only described that

one does with a hypothesis after it is prol)osed.15 '.:his approach is

4.4)

being challenged in philosophy and it is something which any pedagogical

model of inquiry must deal with since teachers cannot assume brilliant

flashes of insight on the part of all students, as many philosophers

assume is the case with scientists. There must be some sort of procedural

guideline for the development of hypotheses: Hot guidelines in the

sense of a set of steps, but rather guidelines in the nature of a

reasonable procedural outline that aids students in developing hypotheses.

A third point in this process of hypotheses formation that must

be considered is that the process of fabricating a hypothesis

comes after a study of at least some part of the field with which it deals."17



'.:his seems obvious, bLe.: is too a:': en forgottea. Xeacl.c...s in an effort

to create problems which studenLs can inquf.y,.: Lill:, too often forget that

students generally begin with a rather dir.ferent knowledge of the field

tha:: teacher. This has fairly significant ramifications and

these will be discussed shortly, but for now the point is simply that

"hypotheses are never conceived ab initio, arbitrarily, or independently

of any logical process 0:: discovery."18 Lather, they develop out 02

past theories or patterns of facts and are generated from some body of

data which the investigator has in internal!.zed. This could be a body

of data collected in a previous experiment, or it could even be a

complete conceptual organization. The point being that neither perception

nor hypotheses formatia is a totally free act. It might be going too

far to say that one secs only wh;.t he wishes to see, but likewise it

would be too naive to say that one sees exactly what exists. The very

fact that hypotheses grow aid develop through a theory-laden process means

that researchers, and students, have already developed a certain amount

of affection for a hypothesis upon formulating it.. Anyone who believes

that they are a strong enough individual to resist this tendency would

do well to read the controversies over Oewtonian mechanics or Ensteinian
4,4

physics. The cliche that the facts determine the truth or falsity of

an hypothesis is simply that -- a trite cliche. The history of science

offers numerous examples wharf! in reality it appears that the hypothesis

determined the facts and data that were gathered. The more one works

with a given hypothesis tai more this hypothesis becomes the master of

the data. Indeed this is :'u'rn's point in The Structure of Scientific

Revolutions. There are ti:aes in ail sciences when a paradigm, or

developed theory, controls the type of data, and research, that is done.

This paradigm controls the questions that one asks as well as the



hypotheses that one formula'.:es. 'du's, we have a situation in the

hypothetico-deductive model o; lncuiry where it is held that hypothesis

formation is e:Etralocical, at least alocical, but at the same time

we find that it is act,:ally a heavily theory - ladder process which

directs not only the questions we ask of a situation, but also has a

bearing on what data is considered important. Indeed Dewey calls the

hypothesis "the guiding idea."
19

The problem is that the hypothesis acts

all too well as the guidinc idea. The students direct all their research

and experimentation towards the proof of this hypothesis and the inquiry

is already heavily weighted upon the formation of an hypothesis. The

students immediately begin their search looan-, for pos/tive instances.

These are often simile= to vnsolicited testimonials; they become a

special case of pleading.

The problem is chat "any such preference for verification . .

is bound to wef.Ot the scales is favor of the theory."
20

"It is

easy to obtain, confirmatio:ls, or verification for nearly every theory - if

we look for confirmations.'21 This compulsion for proof is a very strong

one not only with students but also with scientists. )ndeed, many

students, as do many scientists, come to cherish their hypotheses
eV AW

more then they research them. A very basic reason for this is that too

oT.ten students, and teachers, have failed to consider the speed with which

they embrace the firs.: rcasnnable hypothesis that makes an appearance.

As a little effort is c:evond 2rovinc this hypothesis one develops an

even greater affection towards it; an affection which grows geometrically

over time and effort. The decree of impartia11:7 tends to lessen and the

decree of conviction surrounding the tentativeness declines even further.

It is of some importance that this process occurs at the very time one

is attempting to test an hypothesis and at a time when skepticism



should be greatest. It is easy to exhort that the students should remain

open and constantly be ready to reject the hypothesis, but this is seldom

successful. Thus, any new model of pedagogical inquiry must deal

directly with the problem of hypotheses formation and at the same tie alleviat

the problems which cause the hypothesis to become something which

must be verified, or confirmed.

There is also a third problem which is seldom raised in the literature

and it is that to posit an hypothesis to a problematic situation is to

assume that the problem can be solved.
22 he unstated nature of this

belief makes it even mare dangerous. Ina way this confidence that all

problems can be renolved ill testimony to ot.r grent faith in rationality.

Indeed Dewey's definition of inquia7 states this belief rather clearly.

He defines inquiry es ". the controlled or directed transformation

of an indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its

consitituent dictiqctins sad relations as to convert the elements of

,

the original situation into a unified who1e.--
93 The stress in all of

his writings is that inquiry grows out a problem for which soma Eolution

is needed. Thls would appear to imply that one', a p7.)blem is felt then

one is admitting that it is capable of solution.
24 :his is an unstated

43 140

assumption which appears t,.roughout the literatuie on inquiry in the

classroom. The consequem_e of this assumption is that the attempt to

nrove the hypothesis becomes more of a test of the students' skill

th:.n.a test of the given hypothesis. It is small wonder then that

students gravitate towards certai: hypotheses. There is a feeling

that it must woe.: out. The sou:.rte of this asEumption stems both from a

very firmly entrenched faith in rational behavior and thought, while

another part of it seems to be derived from pure optimism. At any

rate this belief is something which students find very frustrating
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to deal with. A failure to validate one's hypod-esis, or any hypothesis

for that matter, is seen as a failure in one's ability. "If I cannot

arrive at a satisfactory rational solution to a problem then the fault

must lie with me:" At least this is the way many students seem to react.

What we have perhaps is a logical model creating a psychological state.

Inquiry becomes a way of testing one's problem solving abilities rather

then being a way of attempting to solve problems.

Thus, there are three basic problems wiTh the hy2othetico-deductive

model of science as a pedagogical inquiry model. first, there is a

rather significant problem surrounding the nature of hypotheses formation.

If one maintains that the formation of an hypothesis is essentially an

alogical event there is little hope for the creation of teaching

strategies for helping students create hypothesis to problematic

situations. This leaves one resigned to the fact only students with

creative nbili:das, or those given to flashes o.? insight, will be able

to be productive inquirers. Secondly alter ele student develops the

hypothesis (assuming he does) the problem becomes one that it acts as too

strong of a guide for research. Students develop too much of a vested,

interest in proving the hypJthesis true. The hypothesis becomes a
00 AO?

challenge to grove rather: t:la.1 an idea about which one maintains a

detachcd neutrality. A third point, and this is tied to the second one,

students tend to regard any decree of confirmation, no matter how small,

as proof of the truth of their hypothesis. '.:here tends to be a rather

dogmatic approach regarding the nature of the conclusion.

Thus, we have three rather serious problems wiAl hypothetico-deduction,

any one of wl,:ch should force a serious considertion of the pedagogical

applications of the model. :'he limitations would ap2ear to be of such

a nature that instructional technique cannot overcome them. Tndeed,



this has been tti: bo,:orr. cad tkInigobtev.o.:7 cr article contains a

numbe:: o2 suggentinac E3r with .2.::blems. sually they refer

to the need ZD have sta,le .ts c:e_!civeiy a.id remain open to di.:Eerent

possible solutions to a problec.. .)1,12::1.M2S these work and on other

occassions they do not. Uhat I a:a suggesting here is that such things

are tIctually psychological oand-alds for logical problems. It may well

be more productive to consider Lite construction o; a new podel than to

work with Hypothetico-deduction any Longa:.

A NDLTIPLE uypoTInsis coanAnaN2rIE ILDEL

A Logic of Discovery

In developing a new inquiry alodel the obvious place to begin is with

the first problem. nat is, what does n logic o2 discovery look like.

It is also the most difficult p:oblem and X do not intend to solve

it at this point. It is enough for now to s:.etch out the directions that

a solution might eventually tale, though it would be an understatement

to say that much work remains in the developmen'z oE a logic of discovery.

At the same time though the work of the last decade does indicate that

such a logic is possible, something Carna, aa0 _e;ch_lobach, among others,

once held impossible.25
It

It is important at the ounct to distinr,uish between two stae,0,.nrA:

1) reasons for suggesting H in the first place, and

2) reasons for accepting any hypothesis H.

The second point here raises the question as to why a student even sugges'.:ed

H as being possible in the first place. This is not the same as asking

why he decided that H might be possible. It may very well be the case

that the two utilize quite different types of logic and that the

reasons for suggesting H would never allow for the confirmation of H.



The question here is that migat sstm i. these types of reasons be.
ha

One type mightiaualogi,:al lea.kdaing.26 In this situation the student

would be arguing that x, sinc,! it.. appears to very similar to all of the

other X's he has known, then perhaps in similar situations,. X will behave

the same way as all other X!s. An example might be drawn from a sociology

class where the student suggests that because Japan is an idustrialized

nation, as is the U.S., there is a great likelihoz,f. that it has a system

of social classes. ghat the student is doing in essence is making an

inference that if A, B, and C exist in both the U.S. and in Japan and

D exists in the U.S. D must exist in Japan also. The argument thus

is that if Xi X2, X3, always CNiSt in together then .:// is also a common

element. It is important to note that I am not using the term analogy

in the manner which would suggest that an analogy is the same as an

analogous or an iztcr:1::eta::Lva morel of a. theory or for the theory.

',lather I am using the tena only in the common garden variety sense

o2 analogy.

The important point is that an argument such as the one where the

hypothesis posits the existence of a social class system in Japan is

essentially different Irom the data needed to confirm such an hypothesis;

data which might either canarm or deny the existence of such a class

system. The student could point to an unending number of similarities

between the U.S. and Jal'an but ho would still not be confirming his

hypothesis; i.e., Japan has a system of social classes. The hypothesis

will need to be confirmed in a way other analogicaL :easoning.

This is what is meant as the difference between the reasons for

suggesting H in the 2irst place as an hypothesis and the reasons for

accepting 11 as an hypothesis.



Another example of a possible logic of discovery might be where

the student argues that H is a possible hypothesis on the basis of

symmetry,
27

This principle is often applied in uh,1 -.1assroom. It is

where one naturally assumes that the hidden part of circle respmples the

part which one can see. Students seem to reason on this basis a great

deal in their history classes and what is proposed here that such inferences

be exploited as a means of encouraging students to develop the bold con-

jectures mentioned earlier. An example might be where the student makes

a conjecture that the United States is steadily declining as a world power.

The U.S. began as a colonial nation and rose in less than two hundred

years to be the premier world power. It appears that the peak has been

reached in this process and we find ourselves in some new relationship

with the remainder of the world. What we have essentially then is a curve

with years on one axis and world power on another.

World
Power

Years
44 .11

Thus one could argue on the basis of symmetry, that within about one hundred

and fifpy years we will no longer be a world power. This approach is

essentially a rational way to develop hypotheses. It should be obvious

in this example that one could never seek to prove the argument on the

basis of symmetry, but this in no way rules out the fact hypotheses

cannot be developed in this manner.

Still a third reason that a student can have for suggesting 11 as

an hypothesis is on the basis of authority.
2O

In fact, I would suggest



in most classroom situations ch)s vnht o2zen haopeas. The student

suggest a pa=ticular hypz)Lheslo L,.ause it supports the ideas of the

teacher, or their parents, or any sthes: authority. An example hen: would

h2 where a student argues that the frontier played a dominant role in

the development or the United SLates because Turner was a prominent historian.

The argur,ent might be that since Turner is a famous historian his theory

must be right. One cannot become the paramount figure in a field by

positing false arguments. The student here is arguing from a basis in

authority and not from data and research. This is obviously not a

correct strategy for confirming an hypothesis, but at the same time it

is a very plausible argument for suggesting the testing of Turner's

frontier thesis. IndeeJ the stature of _redrick Jackson Turner has been

herhaps the reason that so much has been written on the frontier:

It is always a good idea to take on the biggest name in a field. Thus

offering or formulating a.: hypothesis on the basis of authority is a

very reasonable process. It can easily be seen that one cannot prove

a hypothesis on this 13asis; at the same time though it is a very reasonable

basis for suggesting A in the first place. '2hus, once again, the reasons

fp: suggesting H are quite different from the reasons for accepting F
4th 41)

as an hypothesis.

A fourth type of reasoning may be simplicity.29 A student suggests

E as a possible hypothesis simply on the basis that it appears to offer

he most unencumbered explanation to a puzzling situation, anomolle, or

problem. An example of this might be the argument that a guaranteed

annual income would be a Lad idea because it would destroy any incentive

to work. This is about one of the simplest ideas that one can formulate

against such a social policy; thus, it can become a hypothesis that merits

further testing. The process by which one develops such an hypothesis



is hardly a brilliant flash of inaf.2ht, or a creative leap. In fact there

is nothing mysterious and psycholoGical abort LAileorY, 3= hYe3th2SIS,

that if you give people money they will not work. .rather it is a very

simple non-involved response to a question concerning social policy.

Once again this is hardly going to provide one with a rationale for

finally accepting II, but that is exactly the point being made here: The

reasons for suggesting A may be quite different from the reasons one

might need for accepting H.

This is not to argue that discovery is a purely logical act, rather

it is an argument against the purely subjective and pschological theories

of discovery. These very familiar, and important, aspects of discovery

come all too quickly to dominate all of our thinking. It appears in

many cases to have led to a c-aphoria with highly permissive attitudes

towards any creative experience. Education embraces this notion of

creative euphoria an a means of developing hypotheses all too readily.

Dewey believed that any hypothesis occured spontaneously; it just

seemed to pop up or spring into being, ". . . idea just comes

or it does not come; that is all that can be said. There is nothing

intellectual about its occurrence."" Hunt an' 'atcalf write that the
4.4 .sh 460

process of "Thinking up' a hypothesis puts cal ntrain on the imagination

and knowledge of studentn..
21

As they go on it beco.aes clear that they

see the process of hypuzueses development as more o: an imaginative process

one which involves lAlovledge and skill. LikIeed they maintain that

'tae more unimaginative a group of students is . . . the more assistance

they require from a teacher.-
32

Mat the earlier :DU: :Joints have atte.apted to do is provide a beginning

;join.: at which vor:. can be:;in before the concept o: discovery is lost to
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the psychologists forever, and in this respect the ",:dal presented

here is different from the hy;othetico-deductive model in use today.

Perhaps a successful .;trately might be for a teacher to develop materials

In such a way t let a student comes to suggest hypotheses on all of the

various points uusgested. That is, a attident would be asked to suggest

an hypothesis on the basis of simplicity, another on the basis of analogy,

another on symmetry, and yet another on the basis of an authority. This

would serve the purpose of developing a wider range of hypotheses than

are presently developed under the psychological basis of discovery, as

well as perhaps allowing for the training of a student in hypothesis

development skills.

.1:ultiple-Competing-Hypatheses

This brings us to the second problem which was raised in the first

half of this essay; The wry in which a given hypothesis directs any

research effort. This is not always a bad thins and in fact one of

the functions of the hypotheses is to give direction to one's research.

The problem is that a single hypothesis usually does this all too well.

It is important to remember that an hypothesis is always developed within

401 4.4

a given context; no hypothesis is ever developed a vacuum,and it is.°

simply naive to believe that a student begins forming hypothesis de novo.

The process whereby a student develops hypotheses is in a very real sense

a theory-laden one. The student begins the process with a background that

is already formed;and when acLed to develop an hypothesis,he will formulate

one whic fits this backLround. rather na challenging his beliefs

this very first step in a traditional inquiry model generally tends to

allow for the reinforcement of ideas the student already holds. This,

some will argue, can be avoided by a skillful teacher. Perhaps, but



the teacher also brings a back3.z:;.,,e., complete with preconceptions, to

the classroom, and only i)! the st,Arnt and : :ire teacher have opposite

theories will the opposing views be compared.

In this case perhaps both parties will allow or the testing their

ideas but even so there are still only two hypotheses, or alternatives,

to a given problem. Both sides of course believe their hypothesis to be

the correct one and direct all their efforts towards the validation of

their own hypothesis. The result of such an inquiry is generally seen

as a situation where one person loses and one person wins. Inquiry then

becomes a game. In either case each individual comes to generate only

one hypothesis and research is only done along one avenue, and done in

such a way as to prove the hypothesis correct,

One way of circumventing this problem is to force the individual to

generate more than a single hypothesis. Thus, there will be an emphasis

placed upon the need to search for alternative explanations which should

reduce the vested interest that a sLueent has in proving a single hypothesis

correct. If a student is allowed three, or pJssibly more, different

alternatives then there is little need to prove one particular hypothesis

right. Thus, a student's research should be much more open and wide ranging.
411 41

To return to the example used earlier in the paper, the student is no

longer soliciting testimonials for his product, but rather he has a

number of different products, any one of which it is equally rewarding

to sell.

The attempt in such a situation is to get the students making bold

conjectures: Conjectures which in many cases will refute experience and

ignore perceived regularities. In the past the reasonableness of new

ideas has been stressed and this has been done at a cost to new ideas.
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It is essential that teache= and students re,lomber that "all acquired

knowledge, ra-nd7 all learning, cons;stE or the modification (possibly

the rejection) of some form of knowdge, or disosition, which was

there previously . . In this new codel it is essential that

the students develop every possible type of explanation for a

problem, or question. No effort need be, or should be, taken to

curtail the range or types of possible explanations

offered. The task at this point is solely one of propagation. Once

the student begins to develop multiple hypothesis the invesLigtcinn takes

on a fuller demension. A single idea, or hypothesis suggests a single

direction. With several hypotheses several directions are suggested.

The lines cf demarcation, surrounding an investigation become erased

while the types of possible: outcomes are greatly increased. In essence

the scope of the investigation becomes more comple.x.

Some might argue that they have always advocated the formation of

several different hypotheses and find little new in this model. The

difference is that in this model the hypotheses are to be competing.

That is,they are to be formulated in such a way that no two can be con-

sidered at the same time. In order for one hypothesis to be

verified the others will have to be proven false. Multiple-competing-

hypotheses should be structured in such a way that the verification of

one necessitates the falsity of the others. The students rather na-.

proving an individual hypothesis must seek to disprove all hypotheses.

Verification is no longer the goal that it was with hypothetico-deduction.

A related problem that occurs too often in schools, and could perhaps

be minimized with a multiple - competing- hypotheses formulation scheme

is the notion that one idea is as good as another. Alia idea is so
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obviously false that it should really not be a problam. Ilonetheless, it

is a problem and one that could even develop with the use of multiple -

competing - hypotheses. Simply because several different ideas are put

forth does not imply that they have equal merit. 1:ather, it means that

these ideas have not been disproved as of yet. One hypothesis will

eventually Sd:ViVe over the others. That is, one hypothesis will offer

a more complete explanation, or a more accurate prediction, The determination

of which of the various hypotheses will do this is yet to be esteolishee.

Thus, judgement is, for the moment, suspended as to which is the more

accurate. It should be stressed though that this is not the same thing

as saying that all hypotheses are equally good answers: Only that

prior to further testing, all hypotheces are equally plausible.

Before proceeding any further it is necessary to elaborate upon just

what is meant by the term maniple-competing hypotheses. Basically it

refers to hypotheses which are constructed in such a way that if one is

true then the other(s) must be false. It is, or should be, logically

impossible for more L.1E- one hypothesis to be ':orrect. ;For ewample in

the discussions that were held regarding the shape o2 the earth one

might have come up with the following hypotheses:

Ill: The world is spherical in shape.
(I)

H
2'

The world is flat and two demensional in shape.

One could come up with more but the point can be made easily with these

two. 12 Ill is found to !)e highly confirmed then 1.12 must necessarily

be false; it is logically impossible for the world to be both flat and

a`c sac

Another example might be developed from a political campaign. In

1972 a student could have deeloped several competing hypotheses regarding

the nominee of the :lemocratic party:



,;(:nator Eum7.rey will be the nominee of the Democratic

'):2't7Y ::-no-Aent

I12: Sato Ja-kson N111 be the nvAinee of the Democratic
'

party :for Preside.11:

113: Ssnator NeGnvern will to the nominee of the Democratic
party for President

1141 Senator EusUe will be the nominee of Democratic party
for. President

Still others might be added but the four will serve our purpose as

examples. ramely, only one of the above can be irue; and if one hypothesis is co

'rime' the others must be false. It is logically impossible for more

Llati one to be confirmed.

This iq quite different from simply stating a null hypothesis.

A null hypotheses states the:. false; tells us nothing regarding

the condition of the other 'Iy.:othesn8. In a multiple-competing-hypotheses

model we the series cf prbbable results and

not in a single case. L:eturnit.g 1.1 '.he exampl4 of the shape of the earth,

a null hypothesis would simply tae hi or no: 'di. Testing would be done

on the basis of seeking to discnnfizm the null hypothesis, which in effect

would confirm one's hypothesis. In the model being advocated one is

dealing not with null hypotheses, but with different campetin

'The major difference is tha: instead of working with only one hypotheses

at a time, the students are working with several competing hypotheses.

This is very significant for it puts the emphasis on the generation of

different ideas, or solutions rather than on the seeking of a single

possible solution to a given problem or question. In hypothetico-deduction

the student has already commi::ted himself, at least to some extent, with

the formation of an hypothesis. In this new model the student must

remain open to the existence of a large number of possible solutions

to a problem. The process of inquiry quite simply is no longer centered

around the goal of proving one's hypothesis.
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Deducing The Consucinon It:Todie6c3

After the student. :tab 1%)rmt.1.0.t4 aa many ?ossiblo competing hypotheses

as he can, he is ready to be:.n :".he :text sca:,e in this inquiry model.

The important thing io that this sta7e is a plt;:ely deductive one. When

one uses the term deduction in education then is a need for enplanation

since in the past Zew years there hap beer. Done sort of holy connoction

between induction and the idea of good teaching. InJeee, toachin:-:

and the term induction have become synonomouo in many This

hap meant that deduction hap become a term synonomous with inferior, if

not bad, teaching and this Ls most unfortunate. The important thing to

remember is that a deductive argument is one in hi,..h tha conclusion

follows necessarily from the premisen of the argument and at the same

time is non-am a na.plitiva in , :uze,
34

In the ar7.ument.s being constructed

in this model the hy?otheses become the oremf.sos and the conclusion

of the argument J.s the consequent. as the hypochesis.

It is from the hypothes!.s, which is but a tentative idea, and one

which has not been jvstifici in any way, that the co..lusions or

deductions are drawn. Ucre one of the hypothesis ::ormulated in the

previous section is used as en e%cmple.

(I) The World is flat and two demensional
It is only possible to go from A to B
in one direction.

The im?ortanc. thing here cha:: both ar;,nmonts a;:e deductions from

the original hyoothcses, and the eol.clusion ::allows logically from the

premise or hypoThesis.
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Testing and Eliminating 'ypotheses

After completing the deductive argument for each of the hypotheses

the student is ready to begin testing his conclusions. Here is where the

greatest break comes fr= the hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry, for

rather than looking for confirming data the student must look for data

which will prove his conclusion false. For instance in (I) above the

student must prove that it is possible to go from point A to point B

in opposite directions. If it is possible to prove this then the con-

clusion of (I) is rejected. At the same time the premise of the argument

must also be rejected since in a deductive argument the truth of the

conclusion is logically linked to the truth of the premise. At this

point it is important to remember that the premise of the argument is

also one of the several hy...;;th^ses we earlier formulated.

This idea of locating date which proves an hypothesis false is what

separates this model from hypocheL5co-deduction. In the hypothetico-

deductive model the student was :fitly reiml to demonstrate that his

hypothesis was a possible expla,lat:.:in and we,: supported by some data.

Any classroom teacher can testify as to how these points were stretched

in practice. That the process generally lacked a certAin amount of rigor

would Le stating the C.C.S3 mildly. The only reason that most students

had for rejecting their hypothesis in hypothetico-deduction was the

persuasive force of the teacher's nrgument against it, which may have

been by the arguments of other students in the classroom.

The whole argument in hypothetico-deduction is based on the notion

that some standard exists ufea which knowledge, correct knowledge

that is, is measured. It is also assumed that ;eople, or investigators,

will agree ultimately as to what this is. Campbell in his little book

entitled That is Science discusses the idea that science is really that
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body of knowledge, or judgements, :bout which vhere is universal

agreement.
36

A great many others would agree with his position, and

indeed the definition does have some merit. The problem is that it

describes a social convention agreed to by scientists;and as a group of

individuals they are very demanding before admitting agreement u.t. another

person's, or even their own, judgement. This is part of the socialization

process that one experiences in becoming a scientist. A process which

students, needless to say, have not experienced.

Ileither do students ex:libit the friendly hoctili.ty' that s.=ouncio

science. Science has what Jerome n. Ravetz calls a built in quality conrol

mechanism. 37 Attempts have been made to duplicate this whole structure

of norms, along with a system to distribute rewards and sanctions, in the

classroom. no attempt really appears to have been successful. The basic

problem is that the degree to which students require a fellow student to

substantiate his hypotheses, has been vastly overrated. The process

works rather well when one speaks of scientists -- especially scientists

who are seeking the same set of career rewaris. ';:he process does not

work quite so well with students in the classroom. In an effort to

turn students into junior scientists it seems to have been forgotten that

they are not junior scientists. Students are not hostile towards each

other in the same way that scientists are. (Anyone who doubts this hostility

an scientists need only read The Double nelix and compare Watson, Crick,

et. al to his own students.)

This lack of a structured social system recarding the testing of

hypotheses, along with the reality of David Uume's critique of inductive

reasoning means that some nev meth:d, other than proof, must be developed.

The easiest procedure is is simply concentrate on disproof. Rather

Mao having the student concentrate on what kind of information would



prove an hypoth,-.uia c..:.%-cc.:t ,ie s--lei ta sh:1:1 ask: "What kinds

of data will Nov: an hy-,,othcsir, fo_se?" This is perhaps the greatest

departure from the conventional model of inquiry. Whereas previously

students were requirLd Lo scorch out data which would support their hypothesis

nou the reverse is roquirA: The student needs to locate data which

will disprove the hypotheses.

The way one goes about this is to seek data uhich will invalidate

the consequences formulated in the previous stk;c. :or instance, in

(I) if a student uere able to locate data which demonstrates that it is

possible to leave point D in opposite directions and still arrive at

point A, he will then have proven the hypothesis falso and have one less

hypothesis or possibilit> to deal with. This continues until the student

is left only with those hnothcses which cannot be disconfirmed. These

hypotheses, or hypothesis, thus constitute a possible answer to the

original prob:a. On. cea ::..iy have hypotheses which have not yet

been dicconfitmed. This is e crucial aspect of ±e madcl. It must

be kept in mind that the entire basis C.Jr sculAnz; teoolution of the problem

at thiv point does not center around problem resolution, but rather

around hypothesis elimip.atlon. As one hypothesis a.:tcr another is

clLainated, the focus is concentrated on fever and :!ewer possible

c%planations for the oriL;inal problem.

This is an important nnrt of the rationale :or the use of multiple-

competing - hypotheses. With this model correct answers, or even

verified solutions, do not =ist, at best what: ;he student is lei:-

with are a out of hypotheses, or '::,,:nthesis, which he has been unable

to refute. If two remain then there c:.ist tu.t. tentative answers -

both equally possible. This is designed to impress upon the
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students the tentative nature of kr:owledje. Gin:2a the student had only

one hypothesis it was always udJy t:, smply intellectually accept

the notion that one's conclusion was tentative but at the same time

psychologically accept it rather firmly. Dasically this psychological

response allowed for one to avoid the logical problem. If, on the other

hand, a student is confronted with two hypothesis that cannot be disproven,

then it is almost impossible to adm!.t to having solved the original

problem in any final sort of way.

Actually one can never reach total confirmation with the hypothetico-

deductive system of inquiry either, but this does not mean the students

really accept the tentative nature of knowledge. It is simply too

difficult a concept for many ?eople, not only students, to accept. An

elimination process is, by co.:.?aricon, fairly straight forward. Thus,

the elimination of hypotheses should have a fairly significant impact on

the whole manner in the way a student reacts to the nature of knowledge.

rather ,':" viewing knowledge ass something which is fairly certain, or

at best slightly tentative, he should come to view emirical knowledge

as that which has not yet been proven false. The ubicivituo quest for

certainty might come to be replaced by a more probing mind. do longer

is it certainty that one is looking for; rather 1:: is knowledge which can

withAtand repeated efforts to disprove it.

One of the major problems with falsi2icati,oa is that it is not

as psycholically comforting as is proof. There is a feeling of achievement

which exists with proof: A feeling that may not exist with a theory

constructed around falsifcction
,

The problem is that one must choose

between a theory of inquiry which is realistic and powerful or one which

provides psychological satisfaction. 02 cou::se the choice is not really

that simplistic but nonetheless one should not select a model of inquiry



on the basis of the psychological comfort it gives to the user. One

must select a model on the basis of how effective it is in helping

the student acquire knowledge, and ac the same tine be prepared to reject

or modify, previously acquired knowledge. "All acquired knowledge, all

learning, consists olf the modification (possibly the rejection) of some

form of knowledge, or disposition, which was there previously. ,

Thus the best pedagogical approach would be to select a model of inquiry

which allows for the development of a skeptical attitude towards

knowledge. If there is nothing like absolute certainty in knowledge,then

it is best to prepare students for such uncertainty.

Jur propensity to look out for regularities, and
to ilpose lawn upon nature, leads to the psychological
phenomenon of dogmatic thinking or, more generally
dogmatic behavior: ;!e expect regularities everywhere
and attempt to find them even where there are none; events
which do not yield to these attempts we are inclined to
treat as a kind o lbackground noisel; and we stick to
our expectations even when they are inadequate and we
ought to accn2t defeat. 69

This is what falisfication is designed to battle against. The

idea that things exist in a unchanging form with a binding set of re-

lations is simply not true. Uonethless a dogmatic nature, or attitude,

allows for the construction o.7: just such a artifical world of certainty.

7.his unrealistic conception of acquired knowledge is what must be balanced

against the psychological discomfiture of falsification. Students should

learn to live with 1 uncertainty and the schools should foster

programs which allow the students " . . . to invent and elaborate theories

which are inconsistent with the accepted point of view, even if the

lat er should happen to be highly confirmed and generally accepted. 1,40

Another advantage of the multiple-competing hypotheses model being

advocated here is the different demension such a model gives to the



research effort. In hypothes:ico ,leduction the student is asked to

locate data which would lend support to his hypothesis. This is

very similar to the earlier example of asking a person to go out and

locate unsolicited testimonials in favor of a new product. No matter

how bad thd product is a couple of people can be found who think it is

great. Likewise no matter how bad an hypothesis is students have always

seemed to find some data which backed them up. In many ways this goes

back to the earlier problem of cherishing an hypothesis more than

researchinf, it. It is simply too distressing t: giro up the only hypothesis

that one has. It is preferable to locate some (any) reasons for believing

that one has been correct all along rather than simply starting all

over again. That students react this way should not be suprising -

a great many scientists have done likewise. The point to keep in mind

with a multiple-competing hy;othusis - falsification model is that by

eliminating an hypothesis the inclividual is actually making progress.

Given the situation if A or L, and 3 is eliminated one only has A

remaining as a plausible situation. Nothing is lost, rather something

is gained. The choice o.! possible explanation has been narrowed.

This is what is meant by red*cing the range of possible alternative

hy7otheses. One is able to do this fairly easily because of the specific

nature of the data necessary to disprove the hypothesis. With the oldor

hypothetico-deductive style of inquiry one would merely attempt to

locate information which would prove why the hypothesis would

be corredt. This type of information is all too easy to locate. Thus,

another problem with hypozhcico-deducsion is overco.ae with multiple-

competing hypotheses.
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In positing this new model of inquiry the assumption been made that

a pedagogical inquiry model need not necessarily be an accurate re-

flection of scientific inquiry. Basically we require different things

of the different models. In a pedagogical model we must expect two things of

the model: rirst, it should encourage students to make bold conjectures.

Secondly, it should also nnc6urage students to Beverly test these

same conjectures. To the e:tcent which any model does this better than

the traditional hypothetico - deductive nne, it is the model of choice for

school settings. An argument eight be made that these two criteria

would also hold for a scientific model of inquiry, and indeed it may be

true, but a full consideration of this issue would add considerable

length to a paper that perhaps is already too long. The argument

here is basically that a mulziple-competing hypotheses model will allow

for bolder conjectures and more severe zest:L.3 of these conjectures than

does hypothetico- deduction. To the extent which this is true then this

new model is an advance.
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